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ABSTRACT  

 

 

The central aim of this study is to investigate the processing of derivational suffixes in the 
Italian language by using the combination of two suffixes (SUFF1 and SUFF2) we investigated 
how accurate Italian monolinguals and Italian-Slovenian bilinguals can be when dealing with 
derivational suffixes. In other words, whether they are capable to successfully distinguish 
between non-existing and existing combinations of suffixes; and whether there is a difference in 
accuracy between monolinguals and bilinguals. We based our hypotheses on two underlying 
assumptions. First, suffix order is handled as binary combinations of SUFF1-SUFF2 type, 
depending on their position to the root morpheme (Manova, 2015; Brzoza & Manova, 2015). 
Second, although it seems that suffixes are not organized in the same way throughout different 
languages, it is understood that SUFF1 relates to SUFF2 in a fixed or predictable way (Manova, 
2011, 2015; Brzoza & Manova, 2015). A combination is fixed, when a SUFF1 can combine 
with only one particular SUFF2 within a major lexical category (noun, adjective, verb); as it is, 
for example, with the Italian SUFF1 -ific(are) and SUFF2 -bil(e). It is predictable, if a SUFF1 can 
combine with more than one SUFF2, but only one SUFF2 by default derives a majority of 
words in a major lexical category; as it is, for example, with the SUFF1 -ific(are) and SUFF2 -
zion(e). Our two hypotheses about native speakers’ intuition on the derivational suffixes are that 
if SUFF1 is fixed, i.e. tends to combine with only one SUFF2 +, speakers should know them 
intuitively. And if so, they should also differentiate with a higher accuracy between existing and 
non-existing combinations, and also between productive and unproductive combinations. In 
order to examine this, native-speaking Italian participants were asked to decide whether 
standalone SUFF1-SUFF2 type combinations exist or not in a psycholinguistic experiment 
using a lexical decision task. This experiment was conducted with 30 native Italian participants 
and 24 Italian-Slovenian bilinguals. 30 existing and 30 non-existing suffix combinations were 
selected for the testing (based on Medvešek & Manova, 2017). The accuracy of their 
categorization was examined according to the productivity and fixed status of the existing 
suffix combinations. By investigating monolingual and bilingual speakers’ intrinsic knowledge 
on existing and non-existing combinations, we expected they would be more accurate in 
recognizing productive existing combinations than unproductive existing or non-existing. As 
the results showed, both Italian native speakers and Italian-Slovenian bilinguals could 
intuitively distinguish between existing and non-existing suffix combinations, and they were 
better at recognizing productive combinations, affirming the hypotheses. 

 
Keywords: Derivational suffix, SUFF1-SUFF 2, morphological decomposition, 
productive, unproductive  
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Slovenski povzetek  
         

Študija raziskuje procesiranje besedotvornih pripon pri eno- in dvojezičnih italijanskih 
govorcih. Da bi lahko obravnavali prepoznavanje jezikovnih struktur, ki so manjše od besed, 
npr. prepoznavanje obrazilnih morfemov ali njihovih kombinacij, moramo domnevati, da lahko 
besede razgradimo na manjše dele. Predpostavljati moramo torej morfološko dekompozicijo, tj. 
proces razgradnje besede na (potencialne) morfeme.  
 Svoje hipoteze smo zasnovali na dveh osnovnih predpostavkah. Naša prva predpostavka 
je bila, da lahko besede morfološko razgradimo, npr. na koren in dve besedotvorni priponi. Na 
osnovi tega bomo zapisali zaporedje pripon kot binarne kombinacije tipa SUFF1-SUFF2. Kot je 
razvidno iz primera, jih tako imenujemo zaradi njihovega položaja glede na korenski morfem: 
SUFF1 je besedotvorna pripona, ki je bližje korenu. Poimenovanje ‘SUFF’ izhaja iz angleškega 
termina suffix (pripona) (Manova 2011, 2015). V primeru italijanske besede vitalità je SUFF1 
pripona -al-, SUFF 2 pa pripona -ità: 
 
(1)  vit- al-   ità       (italijanščina) 
 koren+ SUFF1+ SUFF2 
 ’vitalnost’ 
 
Druga predpostavka je bila, da se vse pripone, čeprav so v različnih jezikih organizirane na 
različne načine, obnašajo na točno določen oziroma na predvidljiv način (Bagasheva in Manova 
2013; Manova 2011, 2015; Manova in Talamo 2015). To pomeni, da je pripona neproduktivna, 
če lahko s SUFF1 izpeljemo samo en določen SUFF2 znotraj glavne leksikalne kategorije 
(samostalnik, pridevnik, glagol); produktivna pa je, če s SUFF1 izpeljemo več SUFF2, od 
katerih je sicer le eden glavni, ker se iz njega izpelje večino besed.  
 V primeru (2) imamo pripono -an-, ki ob glagolskih korenih dopušča zgolj pripono -izz-, 
zaradi česar jo v teh primerih razumemo kot neproduktivno:  
 
(2)  americ-  an-       izz-                are      (italijanščina) 
 koren+   SUFF 1+  SUFF 2 (V)+ oblikotvoren morfem za glagole 
 ’poameričaniti’ 
 
Primera (3) in (4) sta primera predvidljive pripone ob samostalniških korenih. V tem primeru 
pripona -an- dopušča bodisi produktivno pripono -ism(o) bodisi neproduktivno pripono -ità, 
zaradi česar jo v teh primerih razumemo kot previdljivo. 
 
(3)  urb- an-      ism-    o      (italijanščina) 
 koren + SUFF 1+ SUFF 2 (N)+ oblikotvoren morfem za ednino 
 ‚urbanizem’ (produktivna kombinacija) 
 

 
(4) ital- ian-     ità        (italijanščina) 
 koren+ SUFF 1+ SUFF 2 (N) 
 ‚italijanskost’ (neproduktivna kombinacija) 
 
V raziskavi nas je zanimalo, ali imajo govorci implicitno znanje o mogočih in nemogočih 
zaporedjih priponskih obrazil. Da bi lahko odgovorili na to vprašanje, moramo uvesti pojem 
mentalnega slovarja (angl. mental lexicon). Kot so namreč že nakazale predhodne študije v 
drugih jezikih (Brzoza in Manova 2015; Medvešek in Manova, 2017; Manova 2015a), smo tudi 
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v tej študiji pričakovali, da bodo imeli italijanski enojezični govorci v primerjavi z večjezičnimi 
govorci bistveno boljše znanje o tem, ali določeno zaporedje pripon obstaja. Če bi ta napoved 
držala, bo razlika med eno- in dvojezičnimi govorci potencialna motivacija za pričakovane 
razlike.  
 Osrednje vprašanje je pomembno za naše razumevanje kognitivnega procesiranja jezika, 
študije so namreč pokazale, da informacije, ki so potrebne za obdelavo jezika, tj. besed in 
njihove rabe, shranimo v mentalni slovar, medtem ko je to, kako besede shranimo, še vedno 
predmet raziskovanja. Del jezikoslovcev meni (Rosch 1975; Rosch in Mervis 1975; Collins in 
Loftus 1975; Bock in Levelt 1994), da so v slovarju shranjene »cele besede«, njihove 
posamezne sestavine (npr. pripone) pa ne. Drugi del jezikoslovcev, ki se zavzema za 
morfološko dekompozicijo, trdi obratno. Tako Manova in Brzoza (2015) trdita, da morajo biti v 
mentalnemu slovarju tudi kombinacije pripon predstavljene kot neodvisne morfološke 
strukture. Iz tega sledi, da lahko produktivne kombinacije pripon govorci usvajajo kot 
neodvisne morfološke strukture (torej naj bi jih hitreje prepoznali), medtem ko naj bi se 
neproduktivne kombinacije usvajale kot celotne besede. Ker v študiji, predstavljeni v tem 
prispevku, nismo merili odzivnega časa, te domneve sicer nismo mogli preveriti, vendar smo 
predvidevali, da bi osebki zaradi učinka pogostosti uspešneje prepoznale visoko frekvenčne 
kombinacije.  
 V študiji smo se osredotočili na razlikovanje med produktivnimi – tistimi, ki omogočajo 
izpeljavo več kot 10 besed – in neproduktivnimi kombinacijami pripon, tj. tistimi z manj kot 10 
izpeljankami (Manova in Talamo 2015; Manova 2015). Pričakovali smo namreč, da bo učinek 
pogostosti eden izmed glavnih faktorjev pri razliki med uspešnostjo med eno- in dvojezičnimi 
govorci. Predpostavili smo namreč, da naj bi govorci shranili produktivna zaporedja kot 
kombinacije v mentalnem slovarju; tj. da bi jih hitreje in točneje (tj. z manj napakami) 
prepoznali kot neproduktivne, ki naj bi jih shranili kot cele besede. V drugem delu študije nas je 
zanimalo, ali imajo tudi dvojezični udeleženci – ki jih obravnavamo kot posebne italijanske 
govorce – zanesljive intuicije o italijanskem besedotvorju in ali je to implicitno znanje 
primerljivo z enojezičnimi govorci. Ta del raziskave še poteka, vendar menimo, da je aktivna 
raba jezika lahko ključni dejavnik za prepoznavanje obstoječih in neobstoječih kombinacij.  
 Podobno kot psiholingvistični eksperimenti, ki jih opisujejo Brzoza in Manova (2015) 
ter Medvešek in Manova (2017), je tudi ta študija uporabila okvirna teoretična načela in 
predpostavke kognitivne slovnice (Langacker 1987; Taylor 2002), kognitivne nevroznanosti 
(Mestres-Misse idr. 2010) in naravne morfologije (Dressler idr. 1987; Dressler 2005). 
 Za eksperiment smo izbrali v Italiji živeče osebe, med katerimi so bili enojezični 
govorci italijanščine in dvojezični pripadniki slovenske manjšine v Trstu, ki jim je slovenščina 
materni jezik, italijanščina pa drugi jezik. 
Cilj študije je izvedba psiholingvističnega eksperimenta, ki raziskuje, ali imajo italijanski go-
vorci implicitno znanje o strukturi italijanskih besed oziroma če podzavestno prepoznajo dele 
besed, kar je odvisno od shranjevanja teh besed v mentalnem slovarju. Skladno s prejšnjimi 
študijami (Brzoza in Manova 2015; Medvešek in Manova 2017) smo domnevali, da bodo tako 
enojezični udeleženci kot dvojezični uspešneje razlikovali med obstoječimi (tj. izpričanimi) in 
neobstoječimi (tj. neizpričanimi) priponskimi zaporedji in med obstoječimi produktivnimi in 
neproduktivnimi zaporedji. Ob tem pa smo pričakovali, da bodo pri prepoznavanju obstoječih 
priponskih zaporedij in obstoječih produktivnih zaporedij enojezični udeleženci uspešnejši kot 
dvojezični udeleženci; še posebej v primeru, da imamo te shranjene v razstavljeni obliki. Dom-
nevali smo torej, da bosta obe skupini udeležencev prepoznavali produktivna priponska zapo-
redja bolje kot neproduktivna, saj naj bi produktivne kombinacije po predpostavki o dekompo-
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ziciji shranili kot neodvisna zaporedja dveh pripon. Pri enojezičnih govorcih sta bili hipotezi 
tudi že potrjeni.  
Študija je temeljila na predhodnih raziskavah (Brzoza in Manova 2015; Medvešek in Manova 
2017), ki so bile prilagojene italijanskemu jeziku, zato je bila najprej posodobljena tabela itali-
janskih pripon (Talamo in Manova, 2015), nato pa so bile za potrebe preizkusa pripravljene 
kombinacije pripon (Priloga II). V eksperimentu o prepoznavanju besedotvornih kombinacij 
SUFF1-SUFF2 smo uporabili nalogo presojanja obstoja priponskega zaporedja, v kateri so se 
morali udeleženci hitro odločiti, ali kombinacija pripon obstaja ali ne, nismo pa merili odzivne-
ga časa. Udeleženci so se morali čim hitreje in čim natančneje odločiti, ali je vsaka od 60 kom-
binacij pripon obstoječa ali neobstoječa (Priloga II). Pred začetkom testa so udeleženci dobili 
poskusni seznam z desetimi dodatnimi kombinacijami (ki jih v testu nismo uporabili). Poskusni 
del je bil opravljen zato, da smo se lahko prepričali, da so vsi udeleženci razumeli nalogo. Po 
poskusnem delu so imeli udeleženci 10 minut časa, da so opravili testno nalogo. Testiranje je 
potekalo v tišini in pod nadzorom. Po testu so udeleženci izpolnili še anketo z demografskimi 
vprašanji. Uporabili smo enak postopek v obeh delih eksperimenta.  
  
 Udeleženci 
V eksperiment so bili vključeni italijansko govoreči udeleženci. V enojezični fazi eksperimenta 
je prostovoljno sodelovalo 34 udeležencev. Med temi je bila italijanščina materni jezik (tj. 
italijanščina je njihov prvi (L1) in prevladujoči jezik) 30 osebkov (17 žensk, 13 moških). 
Povprečno so bili osebki stari 49 let (M = 48,86; SD = 15,60). Iz tega dela raziskave smo 
izključili 4 dvojezične govorce (npr. italijansko-albanski ali italijansko-angleški). Vsi 
udeleženci so govorili vsaj en tuj jezik, večina jih je imela srednješolsko izobrazbo (nižja 
srednja šola: 7, višja srednja šola: 12, prva stopnja univerze: 4, magisterij: 7) in nihče ni študiral 
jezikoslovja. V drugem delu eksperimenta smo testirali 20 slovensko-italijansko dvojezičnih 
udeležencev, 17 žensk in 3 moške, ki so bili povprečno stari 37 let (M = 37,25; SD = 13,72). 
Šlo je za pripadnike slovenske manjšine iz Trsta in okolice. Od teh je bilo 11 rojenih govorcev 
italijanščine, 9 pa se jih je italijanščine naučilo v osnovni šoli. V povprečnem dnevu 7 
udeležencev aktivno uporablja italijanščino v več kot 50 % medsebojnih odnosov, 7 v okoli 50 
% odnosov, 6 pa v manj kot 50 %. Udeleženci so uporabljali italijanščino v šoli (2/20), za 
vsakodnevne mestne interakcije (3/20), doma (4/20), na delu (4/20) in s prijatelji (4/20), trije pa 
so jo uporabljali povsod.  
  
 Priprava jezikovnega gradiva 
Gradivo, uporabljeno v eksperimentu, je temeljilo na temeljnih študijah italijanskega 
jezikoslovja (Gaeta in Ricca 2003; Talamo in Celata 2011), predvsem morfologije, iz katerih 
smo prevzeli teoretično ozadje za obravnavo italijanskih pripon in posodobitev tabel 
dvočlenskih priponskih kombinacij (Priloga I). Gradivo je hkrati temeljilo na posodobljenem 
seznamu kombinacij besedotvornih pripon v italijanščini (Manova in Talamo 2015), ki je bil 
prirejen in popravljen s pomočjo slovarja Il grande dizionario della lingua italiana in spletnih 
korpusov derIvaTario in La Repubblica. S tega posodobljenega in prirejenega seznama 
dvodelnih kombinacij italijanskih pripon tipa SUFF1-SUFF2 smo izbrali 30 obstoječih pripon 
za izpeljavo samostalnikov, pridevnikov ali glagolov. Od teh smo izbrali 15 produktivnih in 15 
neproduktivnih kombinacij. S pomočjo seznama je bilo ustvarjenih 30 neobstoječih kombinacij 
(Priloga III). Neobstoječe kombinacije so bile ustvarjene iz obstoječih kombinacij s permutacijo 
(tj. s spreminjanjem vrstnega reda pripon) ali z manipulacijo glasov. Primera (5) in (6) 
ponazarjata oba tipa:  
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(5)  -an-           ast- a      (manipulacija) 
 manipulacija SUFF1+ SUFF 2+ oblikotvoren morfem za ednino 
 (obstoječa kombinacija -anista) 
 
(6)  -ezz-    evole         (permutacija) 
 SUFF 2+ SUFF 1 
 (obstoječa kombinacija -evolezza) 
 
Na osnovi slovarja Il grande dizionario della lingua italiana smo preverili slovničnost obrazilnih 
kombinacij oz. njihov obstoj ter izločili primere, v katerih zaporedja niso bile kombinacije 
pripon, temveč enako zaporedje glasov v korenu. Število pojavnic izbranih kombinacij SUFF1-
SUFF2 je bilo določeno na podlagi slovarja Il grande dizionario della lingua italiana in 
korpusov derIvaTario in La Repubblica. Gradivo, uporabljeno v eksperimentu, tako sestoji iz 
60 naključno razvrščenih kombinacij pripon. Za primere, ko smo eksperiment izvajali z več 
udeleženci hkrati, smo pripravili še drug seznam, v katerem smo istih 60 kombinacij navedli v 
obratnem vrstnem redu. 
  
 Analiza podatkov 
Pri poskusu smo nadzorovali dve spremenljivki, in sicer: 1) obstoječe in neobstoječe 
kombinacije in 2) produktivne in neproduktivne kombinacije. Iz prvotne tabele smo za vsakega 
udeleženca in za vsako besedo zabeležili vsoto napak. To pomeni, 1) kolikokrat je udeleženec 
napačno označil neobstoječe zaporedje kot obstoječe in obratno oz. 2) kolikokrat je udeleženec 
napačno prepoznal produktivna zaporedja kot neproduktivna, in obratno. Pri tem smo tudi 
nadzorovali, katera zaporedja so udeleženci prepoznali slabše. Napačno prepoznana zaporedja 
pa smo nato razdelili v tri kategorije: neobstoječe, produktivne in neproduktivne kombinacije. 
Za vsako kategorijo napak smo nadalje izračunali srednje vrednosti in standardne odklone. S 
pomočjo že navedenih spremenljivk smo obe skupini med sabo primerjali. Za obdelavo 
podatkov smo izbrali t-test za odvisne in neodvisne vzorce (z Welchovim popravkom).  
Kot smo že navedli, smo najprej nadzorovali dve spremenljivki, in sicer obstoječe in 
neobstoječe kombinacije ter produktivne in neproduktivne kombinacije. Iz obstoječih 
psiholingvističnih študij (Brzoza in Manova, 2015; Medvešek in Manova, 2017) je bilo 
razvidno, da imajo udeleženci skoraj popolno intuicijo o obstoju kombinacije obrazil. To 
potrjuje tudi dejstvo, da so v tej študiji enojezični italijanski govorci uspešneje prepoznali 
obstoječe kombinacije (M = 4.3; SD = 2.85) kakor pa neobstoječe (M = 6.6; SD = 2.58), t(58)=-
3.2735, p = 0.002. Povprečja nam povedo, da je vsak udeleženec napačno presodil obstoječa 
priponska zaporedja vsaj 4-krat, in vsaj 6-krat določil neobstoječa za obstoječa. To je razvidno 
tudi iz razmerij: 771 pravilnih odgovorov na 900 obstoječih kombinacijah (85,66%) proti 702 
pravilnima odgovoroma za 900 neobstoječih kombinacij (78 %). Podatki se skladajo tudi z našo 
hipotezo o produktivnih kombinacijah, saj so enojezični italijanski govorci uspešneje 
prepoznali produktivna zaporedja (M = 1.83; SD = 1.48) kakor pa neproduktivna (M = 2.46; 
SD = 1.71), t(29)=6.7507, p<0.001. To je 395 pravilnih odgovorov na 450 obstoječih-
produktivnih kombinacijah (87,8%) proti 376 na 450 obstoječih-neproduktivnih (83,55%). 
 Tudi dvojezični udeleženci so uspešneje so prepoznali obstoječe kombinacije (M = 4.95; 
SD = 2.85) kakor pa neobstoječe kombinacije (M = 7.12; SD = 3.67), t(23)=- 2.264, p = 0.0332. 
To je 601 pravilnih odgovorov na 720 obstoječih kombinacijah (83,4%) proti 549 na 720 
neobstoječih (76,25%). Uspešneje prepoznali produktivne kombinacije (M = 2.125; SD = 1.26) 
kakor pa neproduktivne (M = 2.83; SD = 2.43), t(23)=-1.3284, p = 0.1971. To je 309 pravilnih 
odgovorov na 360 obstoječih kombinacijah (84,06%) proti 292 na 360 neobstoječih 
(78,75%%). Tudi ti podatki se skladajo z našo hipotezo o uspešnejšem prepoznavanju 
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obstoječih priponskih zaporedij in produktivnih kombinacij, čeprav v tem primeru niso bili 
statistično relevantni.  
 Kot je razvidno iz podanih podatkov, lahko pri primerjavi natančnosti enojezičnih in 
dvojezičnih udeležencev opazimo, da so bili prvi nekoliko boljši pri prepoznavanju obstoječih 
kombinacij: 85,66% proti 83,4%. Bolj uspešni so bili tudi pri prepoznavanju produktivnih 
kombinacij: 87,8% proti 85,83%.  
 Kaj torej pomenijo ti podatki za naši predpostavki o natančnosti prepoznavanja pripon v 
povezavi z njihovim obstojem in produktivnostjo? Naša hipoteza je bila, da je dvojezičnost 
relevanten faktor pri prepoznavanju priponskih zaporedij, zato smo se ob napakah, ki jih je 
naredil vsak dvojezični udeleženec, vprašali, ali obstaja kakršna koli povezava z dejstvom, da 
so udeleženci dvojezični govorci. Hkrati nas je zanimalo, kako pomembna je aktivna raba 
italijanščine, tj. ali je bila dvojezična oseba, ki pozna in vsak dan aktivno uporablja oba jezika – 
pa čeprav bi to pomenilo, da uporablja italijanščino v manjši meri od enojezičnih udeležencev – 
pri nalogi manj natančna. Zato smo vprašalniku dodali razpredelnico za dvojezične govorce, ki 
nam bo v nadaljevanju študije pomagala določiti aktivnost rabe italijanščine kot mersko enoto, 
ki jo bomo upoštevali pri tolmačenju rezultatov. Trenutno zbrani rezultati kažejo, da sta obe 
skupini skoraj enako uspešni pri prepoznavanju obstoječih kombinacij (približno 2% razlike), 
dvojezični govorci pa imajo več težav pri razlikovanju neobstoječih kombinacij (skoraj 4%), 
kar bi lahko razložil tako učinek pogostosti kot tudi »količina« rabe jezika. Zaenkrat se rezultati 
študije skladajo z našimi hipotezami.  
 Omeniti velja še, da pri nalogah žal nismo merili časa odločanja, zato ne moremo 
odgovoriti na vprašanje morfološke dekompozicije, tj. ne moremo z gotovostjo zavrniti 
hipoteze, da shranimo produktivne in neproduktivne kombinacije na isti način.  
Žal, ker nismo merili čas odločanja pri nalogah, ne moremo odgovoriti na vprašanje morfološke 
dekompozicije, oz. če lahko zavrnemo ničelno hipotezo, da shranimo produktivne kombinacije 
in neproduktivne na isti način.  
Študija je raziskovala implicitno znanje enojezičnih italijanskih govorcev ter dvojezičnih slo-
vensko-italijanskih govorcev o obstoječih in neobstoječih kombinacijah besedotvornih pripon. 
Izkazalo se je, da so enojezični govorci uspešneje prepoznali obstoječe produktivne kombinaci-
je. Pri dvojezičnih govorcih smo pričakovali podobne rezultate kot pri enojezičnih, vendar smo 
predvidevali, da bodo udeleženci manj uspešno razlikovali med obstoječimi in neobstoječimi 
ter med produktivnimi in neproduktivnimi kombinacijami besedotvornih pripon. Raziskava je 
potrdila naše hipoteze.  
 
 
 
(Zbornik prispevkov s simpozija Škrabčevi dnevi 11 (ur. Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš, Rok Žaucer. 
Založba Univerza v Novi Gorici)  
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Theoretical part 
 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION         
  
 

In 1976 Aronoff stated: “the simplest task of a morphology, the least we demand of it, is the 
enumeration of the class of possible words of a language” (p.17–18). Thus, following his 
definition, we can imagine morphology as the grammar of words; but what is a word? The word 
word is still hardly definable (Haspelmath, 2011), but it is still worth introducing it to 
understand the background of the questions we will try to answer in this thesis.  

It has been estimated that on average we know around 45,000 to 60,000 words in our native 
language. So, in order to gasp the definition of what a word is we could try to define it using 
four different levels, i.e. phonology, orthography, semantic and syntax. To have a complete 
description of what a word is, we should combine the proprieties of all these four levels. 

For the purposes of this thesis we will primarily understand words as “syntactic atoms,  i.e. the 
smallest elements in a sentence” (Plag, 2011; p.11). Now, one of the essential characteristics of 
natural languages is (de)composing part of words (Johnson 2004; Werning et al. 2012). The 
process of forming new words, and decomposing complex words into their smallest units (i.e. 
morphemes) is called word-formation. Word-formation studies investigate the regularities when 
forming complex lexemes in order to formulate rules or generalizations. “Complex lexemes” 
are intended words consisting of two or more constituents. For example, the word psycho-logy, 
where psycho means mind (Latinized form of the Greek psykhē) and logy, study of. 

Since we based the experiment on one constituent of the complex words, we will give a brief 
definition of complex lexem. Following Schmid (2015) complex lexemes are not “arbitrary 
signs, but instead are morphologically motivated by their constituents and by the semantic links 
shared with other structurally identical formations” (p.1). In other words, to build complex 
words we have to assume some regularities, some rules that similar formations must also 
follow.  

In order to be able to identify and classify how these complex wordings are formed, it is 
necessary to segment them to describe their proprieties. We have three approaches to describe 
that: a word-based, a root-based and a morpheme-based approach (Schmid, 2015). The word-
based approach assumes that words are the core constituents of complex lexemes (Aronoff 
1976; Scalise 1986). Whereas roots are considered to be the key constituent in the root-based 
approach. The third and last approach relies on the notion of morpheme, which is defined as the 
smallest meaning-bearing unit of a word (Bloomfield 1926).  

Morphemes can be classified as free morphemes or bound morphemes, which can be further 
divided in grammatical or lexical morphemes. In this sense, a bound grammatical morpheme is 
an inflectional suffix, whereas a lexical bound morpheme is a synonym for a derivational affix 
(Schmid, 2015). In this thesis we will be mostly concerned with bound morphemes, i.e. affixes 
(prefixes and suffixes) that attach to stems. To better understand this terminology, following an 
example provided in Schmid (2015): 
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  (1) nation – al  –  iz -  ed 
 

nation al ize ed 
free lexical 
morpheme 

bound lexical 
morpheme 

bound lexical 
morpheme 

bound grammatical 
morpheme 

root derivational 
suffix 

derivational 
suffix 

inflectional suffix/ 
inflectional ending 

 
 
As we will see in the next chapter, derivation is the process of adding an affix to a stem and 
creating a new lexeme in the process. Thus, affixation is the most frequent word-formation 
strategy. Its main forms are prefixation, when the bound morpheme precedes the stem, and 
suffixation, when the bound morpheme follows it. 

In forming a word we have to assume that syntactic and semantic factors control the affix 
ordering of a language. In other words, that some rules (or regularities) which allow us to 
predict possible words combinations when using affixes exist. A syntactic mechanism (Baker, 
1988) or a semantic one can be involved in these regularities. In the latter case, it is expected 
that affixes with a narrow scope appear closer to the root (Rice, 2009). Both of these factors are 
often overlap.  

According to Plag (1996, 1999), how they combine depends on their phonological, 
morphological, semantic and syntactic properties, which together are responsible for the 
(im)possible combinations of affixes and stems (or affixes with other affixes). For example, in 
case the existence of a lexeme is preventing the derivation of another one with a similar 
meaning, we are talking about blocking (Aronoff 1976). In more detail, in English the existence 
of the word “glory” blocks the derivation of another word such as *gloriousity (Aronoff 1976: 
p.44), thus also the suffix combination -ous + -ity. Similar processes also occur in Italian. 

So, in this thesis we assume a morpheme-based view (de Saussure, 1957; Bloomfield, 1933) 
which claims that a morpheme is the basic morphological structure. Countering this approach 
we have the word-based one, which argues that the word is the basic morphological structure 
(Matthews, 1965;  Aronoff, 1976; Anderson, 1992). These two approaches and aspects are 
fundamentally relevant when deciding on the format of lexical representations in the mental 
lexicon. We will discuss about the lexicon in the following chapters, so far it is important to 
know that this is where word-based and morpheme-based theories clash.  
 
 
 

2. Morphological derivation and decomposition   
 

As we have seen, in linguistics the process of forming new words by adding an affix is called 
morphological derivation. It could be said, that derivation is largely constrained to the three 
major syntactic categories of nouns, adjectives and verbs. Adding prefixes and/or suffixes to the 
root could change the lexical category of the word. For example, in Italian the suffix -al- 
changes words into adjectives (see Appendix I for the list of Italian suffixes from which we 
selected the items used in the study). 
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 (2)  Superficie (N) →   Superfici-al-e (A) 

  root    root + suffix + inflectional morpheme 

  en. surface   en. shallow 

  

As we have seen in the previous chapter, morphological decomposition is the process of 
decomposing words into their morphemes, and this decomposition should occur whether a word 
is or only appears to have a morphemic structure (Sprouse, 2011). Although the neurocognitive 
mechanism of word formation, more precisely the processing and representation of linguistic 
forms, is still not fully clear, neither understood (Dal Maso & Giraudo, 2014), in order to look 
at the recognition of linguistic structures below the level of the word, i.e. derivational 
morphemes and combinations thereof, it has to be assumed that words can be segmented in 
smaller parts. Thus, suggesting that not all derived word forms are stored, and consequently 
accessed, as whole words (Carota, Bozic and Marslen-Wilson, 2016). 

As we previously stated, there are some constraints on affix combinability. How and in what 
order affixation occurrs is still discussed. Although, it is interesting to mention some 
hypotheses on affixation ordering. First of all, Siegel’s Level ordering hypothesis (1974): It 
distinguishes between integrated and neutral affixes. The first ones are in the domain of stress 
assignment and tend to occur closer to the stem. The latter are not in the domain of stress 
assignment and thus, tend to occur farther from the stem. This means, in other words, that we 
have to assume that level1 affixes (the integrated) attach before the level2 ones (the neutral). A 
similar idea, which, however, does not take into consideration how words are stressed, is Hay’s 
Parsability (2001) and Complexity-based ordering (2004). First, we have to say that parsability 
depends on different factors, one of them being productivity and the other being relative 
frequency –two notions we will discuss in detail in 2.2. The idea behind the parsability 
hypothesis is that complex words can be parsed, or accessed as a whole. The Hypotheses claim 
that affixal combinations are restricted by the parsability of the affixes. So, in other words, an 
affix can only combine with affixes that are less parsable than itself (Hay & Baayen, 2003). 
These constraints exist also in Italian. 

 

 2.1 Affix ordering in Italian 

 

This study tries to broaden our knowledge about the processing of derivational suffixes in the 
Italian language. Two good references for Italian word-formation data are Dardano (1978) and 
Grossmann and Rainer’s encyclopaedic work (2004). These two systematic studies of the 
mechanisms underlying word formation in the Italian language showed a characteristic 
incremental nature of derivational affixation in Italian; it is very much likely that any noun or 
adjective in Italian which is longer than three syllables is indeed the result of a word-formation 
process (Thornton et al, 1997:96f).   

In other words, Italian is a very rich system of (verb) inflections; for example, all verbs always 
have an inflectional suffix. This fact makes verbs complex words and morphologically uniform. 
Suffixes, as Scalise (1994) reminds us, determine the category of the selected bases in order to 
ensure that the word obtained is a well-formed one (Magni, 2001). For example, following a 
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table (1) with the SUFF1 -ic(o) that combined with a SUFF2 can derive nouns, adjectives and 
verbs: 

 

Suff 1 
Suff 1 
Lex and Sem 
category 

Suff 2 In n° Examples 
Suff1-Suff2 

Translation 

-ic(o) A rel 

N: -ità (>10), 
 
 
A: -oso (7) 
 
 
 
V: -izzare (8) 

N 4 
 
 
A 1 
 
 
 
V 1 

CLASSE (lat.) 
class-ic-ità, 
 
BELLUM (lat) 
bell-ic-oso 
 
PUBBLICO 
pubbl-ic-izzare 

Order 
Classicality 
 
War 
ready to go to war 
 
Public 
publicize 

Table 1: Derivational suffix -ic(o)  
 
 
 
When deriving new words, in Italian we have some constraints in word formation: grammatical 
and morphological constraints, or suffixes that cannot be followed by other suffixes. I will 
present them in detail in the following lines. 

There are studies on affixation in Italian describing constraints based on grammatical 
principles. Following an example given by Talamo (2014), a suffix combination such as in (3) 
is impossible due to the constraint that rejects non-verbal bases to the suffix -(z)ione: 

 
 
 (3) -al(e) + -(z)ione 
       suff1 + suff2 
 *dir-ale-zione vs dir-ezion-ale 
 
This type of constraint is called a selectional restriction, due the fact that it selects only a 
specific feature, in this case its word class. A lot of studies about the Italian language on this 
topic investigate and describe selectional restrictions (Talamo, 2014). 

Another type of restriction, important for the purpose of this paper, is the morphological 
constraint (Manova & Aronof 2010); “morphological”, because it is encoded in morphemes. To 
better understand this type of constraint, we have to briefly present Scalise’s combination 
schema on the position of the suffixes in the derivative. We have three combinations of 
suffixes: suffixes that are attached to the base, but can’t be followed by other suffixes; suffixes 
that are attached to the base but can be followed by other suffixes; and free-moving suffixes. 
The first combination identifies suffixes which are always contiguous to the base and that are 
not followed by other suffixes. An example given by Talamo (2014) is -eto: 

 
 (4) ros-et-o                  →                 *ros-et-izz-are 
    stem-suff-infl.morhpheme (sing)      stem- suff1-*suff2- infl.morpheme (V) 
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 en. rosegarden                    en. *rosegarden-ize 
 
 
The second combination identifies suffixes which are also contiguous to the base, but which 
can be followed by other suffixes (Talamo, 2014). For example, -evole: 
 
 
 (5) piac-evol-e                →            piac-evol-mente 
 stem-suff-infl.mor.(sing)       stem+suff1+suff2 
 en. pleasurable          en. pleasurably 
 
 
The third involves intermediate suffixes, which are meant as suffixes that are not always 
contiguous to the base, and thus can be attached to other suffixes. For example, the suffix -ale 
(Talamo, 2014): 
 
 
 (6) nazion–al-e                →            nazion-al-izz-are 
 stem-suff-infl.mor.(sing)       stem+suff1+suff2+ infl.mor.(V) 
 en. national             en. nationalize 
  
 (7) convers-azion–e                →     convers-azion–al-e 
 stem-suff-infl.mor.(sing)       stem+suff1+suff2+ infl.mor.(sing) 
     en. conversation           en. conversational 
 
 
Last, but not least, suffixes that cannot be followed by other suffixes. For example, -ismo 
(Talamo, 2014): 
 
 
 (8) capital-ism-o                →     *capital-ism-izz-are 
 stem-suff-infl.mor.(sing)     stem+suff1+*suff2+ infl.mor.(V) 
     en. capitalism   en. *capitalismise 
 
 
What is still being discussed, as we briefly mentioned in the previous chapter, is the direction of 
derivation. In other words, if we a) use an affix-driven approach (from the right to the left), 
where in a derivative such as BASE-A-B is the suffix B that selects the suffix A; or if we b) use 
a base-driven approach (from the left to the right). Except in Gaeta (2005), the latter approach 
in Italian is still not fully studied, thus there is still not enough evidence for it yet (Talamo, 
2014).  

Be it as it may, the Italian affixation also plays a role in our understanding of how we store 
linguistic information in our mental lexicon. As we stated before, there are diverging 
hypotheses on how we store and parse through these forms, thus also on how they are 
represented in our mental lexicon. The main opposites being stored as whole words on one hand 
–a strong full-listing model (Butterworth, 1983)–, and on the other as decomposition in smaller 
parts (Dal Maso & Giraudo, 2014) – a decompositional model (Taft, 2004). Gagné and Spalding 
(2014) broadens the view of the debate whether complex words are stored in full or computed 
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from their parts, or both? It was also debatable whether they were being stored in succession or 
in parallel. Audring and Masini (2018) in their Theory and theories in Morphology conclude 
after reviewing a wide variety of psycholinguistic research “that there is strong overall evidence 
for the involvement of sub-word units in the processing of multi-morphemic words. However, 
the effects differ depending on frequency, semantic transparency, and whether the complex 
word is inflected, derived, or a compound.” (Audring & Masini, 2018; 1.3.3 Part III). Of these 
three cases, we are interested only in frequency. 

 
 
 2.2 Frequency and Productivity 
 
We can differentiate between high and low frequency words. A high frequency word is a word 
which appears, so in a sense is used, in daily speech. For example, in English the most frequent 
word is the word "the”, in Italian “non” (en. not). On the other hand, low frequency words are 
words which are not that common (or appear fewer times) in daily conversation. Research has 
shown that this differentiation leads to a phenomenon called frequency effect. We are referring 
to the frequency effect when talking about the fact, that recurring words of a language are faster 
recognized as a string of letters than a less frequent word (Gordon, 1983;  Morton, 1969). We 
could further say that word frequency depends on individual competence of a language. This is 
particularly relevant in a multilingual society, because different fluencies in different languages, 
or in other words the familiarity of an individual with a specific language lexicon, might play 
an important role in relative frequencies.  

As far as our thesis is concerned, frequency and productivity are very interconnected 
phenomena. We are interested in frequency because it is a variable if we take productivity into 
consideration. For the purpose of this thesis, we can divide suffixes into three categories: some 
are often used to create new words, some are rarely used to create words, whereas others are not 
used at all. This property is referred to as the productivity of an affix. The affix productivity can 
help us determine whether the particles of the derived forms -i.e. the combinations SUFF1-
SUFF2 are decompositionally represented. The productivity varies depending on the high 
number of the derived form and its usage; both prefixes and suffixes. For example, the forms  
-eria and -mento are both suffixes that create nouns; being the former an unproductive form, the 
latter productive, thus it can be found more often in word formations (Chissich & Manova, 
2018). To better understand the productivity of the combination of suffixes used in our 
research, following one of the combinatory elements of the table (Appendix I): 
 

N. Suff 1 Suff 1 
Lexical and semantic category 

Suff 2 

12 -ific(are) V caus 

 
N: -zione (>10), 
-tore(instr) (5), 
-tore(os)(>10) 
 
A: -bile  (>10) 
 

Table 2: Derivational suffix -ific(are)  
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The Italian suffix -ific(are) can combine with three productive suffixes2 (indicated with the 
symbol “>10”) and one unproductive combination, which can derive only 5 words. It could be 
noted that whereas the inflectional suffixes are in general productive affixes, derivational 
suffixes show some restrictions as for the possible combinations. This is why we differentiate 
between productiveness and unproductiveness (which will be discussed further in section 5).  

 
 

3. Mental lexicon     

  
As Wilkins (1972) said “while without grammar little can be conveyed, without words nothing 
can be conveyed” (p.111).  Vocabulary is a crucial component of language and how we store 
(and retrieve) words is a subject for the mental lexicon’s theories. We can look at the mental 
lexicon as a word store (Aitchison 1994), or as an internet web (Brown, 2006), where 
information is updated, added or deleted, and where new connections are established 
(Aitchison, 2003). Mental lexicon is like a system in which all the words we heard in our life 
span have been stored. How we store them is still the topic of various debates.  

Nonetheless, Levelt (1995) identifies four characteristics that could help us store (and retrieve) 
words: specifications, syntactic, morphological and phonological proprieties. A phenomenon 
such as the slip of the tongue could imply that a connection between words is based on their 
initial letters, on their sounds (in terms of stress, melody), on their morphology (Aitchison, 
1994).  

Bybee (1995) claimed that they should be related to each other by their phonological and 
semantic features. For example, the Italian word for cat, gatto, can be retrieved by activating 
the phonologically similar words ratto (en. rat) and/or the same semantic family tigre (en. 
tiger). Thus, we can understand the mental lexicon as a web of words and their relationship with 
each other; as a network, nodes of concepts and interconnected elements, semantically or in 
other ways related. Among the most influential semantic models we can find Collins and 
Quillian’s hierarchical Network model (1970). It hypothesizes that words are stored in a way 
that each concept represents a node and the relationships between nodes constitute a hierarchy. 
A three node semantic hierarchy would be “animal” (node1) - “cat” (node 2) - “Kitty” (node 3). 
This model does not always allow us to store and order words and concept in a hierarchical way 
(He & Deng, 2015). 

For a non-hierarchical model, we can look at the Spreading activation model (Collins & Loftus, 
1975) which, instead, takes into consideration the taxonomic relations and the degree of 
association between two concepts. This model does not consider the phonological, syntactic, or 
morphological aspects of words. A way to overcome these limitations was given by a new 
version of this model by Bock and Levelt (1994). They tried to take into consideration also the 
three aspects by assuming three levels: conceptual, lemma, and lexeme; and the information is 
stored independently in each of the levels (He & Deng, 2015).  

The model that uses prototypes as the cluster for concepts together (Putnam, 1975; Rosch, 
1975) is also worth mentioning. The prototype is, in this sense, a “representations of the most 
typical members of given conceptual categories. For example, every member of the bird family 
possesses a quality of “birdness”, which encompasses a series of features depicting the 
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prototypical bird, e.g., a beak, feathers, two legs, wings, oviparity” (He & Deng, 2015, p.45). 
Frequently used words, according to the word frequency effect, are recognized quicker than less 
frequently used ones. The more is a speaker exposed to a word the faster she/he will recognize 
it. For Schmitt and McCarthy (2002) in their studies on memory, a word encountered enough 
times at regular intervals will create a rich set of connections to other words, and will be thus 
remembered permanently. 

We can assume that there has to be a degree of interconnection between derivational 
morphology and the mental lexicon we create while acquiring a language. Thus, meaning that 
morphology per sé could contribute to the organization of the storage of the words (Clahsen, 
Sonnenstuhl and Blevins, 2003; Frost, Kugler, Deutsch and Forster, 2005). For the purpose of 
this thesis, we also have to understand, whether there are difference iwhen acquiring two 
languages simultaneously; in other words, what do the latest studies on the bilingual mind and 
mental lexicon claim.  

 

 3.1 Mental lexicon in bilinguals 

 

“Undoubtedly, there are many more concepts than words and some concepts have no linguistic 
encoding in any language” (Pavlenko, 2009: p. 132). While researching the bilingual lexicon, 
the majority of its models assumes that mental representations have a lexical level, which refers 
to word forms, and a conceptual level, which refers to the meaning of words. Thus, they take 
into consideration two distinct lexical storages (one for each language) and a common-shared 
conceptual storage (Gulan, 2016).  

The first dominant model of a bilingual mental lexicon was Weinreich’s model (1953). By 
using the pair word book(Eng)/kniga(Rus), he illustrated three possible relations and activation 
in a bilingual lexicon: (1) a shared conceptual representation, (2) two separate conceptual 
representations and (3) a representation accessed via L1 (Pavlenko, 2009). Nowadays this 
model is surpassed by two dominant models: the Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) (Kroll & 
Stewart, 1994) and the Distributed Feature Model (DFM) (De Groot, 1992).  

For the purpose of this experiment, we will briefly discuss only the RHM and the latest 
Modified Hierarhical Model (MHM) (Pavlenko, 2009). The former “reflects two important 
findings in research on interlingual connections: (1) translation from L1 to L2 is faster than 
picture naming in the L2 and (2) translation from L2 to L1 is faster than from L1 to L2” 
(Pavlenko, 2009: p.143), in particular in novice learners (Chen & Leung, 1989; Kroll & Curley, 
1988). In a way, RHM tries to capture the link, and its development, between L1, L2 and their 
lexical concepts. Thus, interpreting it as if in early stages of an L2 words are strongly connected 
to their L1 translation equivalents; whereas later, when the L2 proficiency increases, L2 words 
link with concepts rather than their translation equivalents (Pavlenko, 2009).  

Since that one of the issues on the topic of the bilingual lexicon is the lexical access, i.e. the 
process of retrieving a word, the peculiarity of MHM can be interesting. First of all, we have to 
say that MHM tries to retain the developmental characteristic of the RHM, but it also retains the 
notion of shared and partially shared representations, which is central to the DFM (Pavlenko, 
2009); second, there is a high consensus that the lexical access in bilinguals is non-selective 
(Gulan, 2016). This means that the activation uses instances from both lexical storages, which 
inherently means that the words stored in the lexicon of the non-target language cannot be 
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inhibited (Gulan, 2016). And this is why MHM can be interesting. It assumes that conceptual 
representations may be fully shared, partially overlapping or fully language-specific (Pavlenko, 
2009). This specification would also imply that a concept (or a cultural/language specific 
element) may not have its equivalent in the other language, thus leaving the bilingual speaker to 
use code-switching, lexical borrowing or loan translation to interpret their thought (Pavlenko, 
1999). In this view, bilingual speakers must maintain a degree of control over both languages in 
order to avoid language mixing. 

 

 

 

4. Bilingualism and processing of a second language 

 

 
We talked about bilinguals before, but we have yet to define how are we defining bilingualism 
in this study. When we refer to a second language, we may also refer to bilingualism. A simple 
and concise answer to the question “what is a second language” does not exist. For the purposes 
of this experiment, we will define a second language (L2) as the second most used language in 
everyday life, besides L1. In addition, it has to be acquired spontaneously in order to 
communicate and in which the speaker is highly proficient.  

Since we will mainly focus on the Slovenian minority in Trieste, I would also introduce a 
further distinction made by Paolo Balboni (1994), the distinction between a second language 
and a foreign language. A second language is "a language learned in the country of native 
speakers”, whereas a foreign language, is a language not spoken in their country. In other 
words, a foreign language can be one learned in schools, and that outside the school 
environment the speaker has very few occasions to use it. Whereas a second language is the 
language acquired by a speaker after stabilization of L1 (Bettoni 2001; p.3).  

An obsolete definition of bilingual, and also one of the most common beliefs, is that being 
bilingual means knowing two different languages perfectly with the high proficiency of a 
monolingual. For such a condition to occur it would be rare, if not impossible, according to the 
psycholinguist Francois Grosjean (1985: pp.467-77, 1989). We can see this by looking also at 
the proficiency of monolinguals: it is not uncommon to have people who master the written 
language, but are poor in oral skills. And yet they are monolinguals. Thus, why would a 
bilingual be different? 

In Brain and Language (1898, pp.3-15) Grosjean tries to give us an explanation of how a 
bilingual organizes languages concluding that bilingualism can be identified with the fractional 
perspective, in which the bilingual is not simply seen as two monolinguals in one person, or 
with the holistic perspective, in which there is a coexistence between two languages which 
creates a unique and specific linguistic configuration through the cooperation of both languages 
(Grosjean, 2003).  

Then, for the purposes of this thesis, we have to understand a bilingual person as someone who 
learns two different languages, thus learning two phonemes’ order and two different concept 
systems. Whether these two systems are separate and independent was the question, to which 
the linguist Jim Cummnis (1981) gave an answer by proposing the Independence of Language 
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theory. Producing the image of an iceberg with two vertices, he tried to represent, on one hand, 
the independence of language on a grammatical and phonological level, on the other hand, a 
common dimension to both for the concepts and their representations (Cummnis, 1981).  

 

 

 Fig.1 -  Independence of language theory 

 

In other words, two different linguistic systems have a distinct grammar and phonology. 
However, as De Saussure’s theory of signifiers and signified (1957) claims, these two 
languages share the same concept dimension, which could lead to different representations or 
meanings based also on the cultural and socio-political references, and beliefs, of the speaker 
and/or listener. 

Specifically for a second language, in the last few decades we tried to describe the creation and 
development of a mental lexicon (Singleton, 1999; Nation, 2001), and the organization of the 
bilingual lexicon (de Groot, 1992; Paradis, 2004; Pavlenko, 2009). So far, we addressed only 
few specific aspects about these topics, i.e. affix combinations and usage; and only for a limited 
number of L2: Japanese (Mochizuki & Aizawa, 2000), Mandarin (Lardiere, 2006), Dutch 
(Lowie, 2000, 2005) and French (Petrush, 2008). We focused on morphological complex 
wording and its processing only more recently, by using lexical decision task or masked 
priming techniques. 

When comparing an L1 and L2, we should be aware that the two processing mechanisms could 
be different, if nothing else because of the differences between the two morphological 
structures. Some research on this topic points out that “L2 processing mainly depended on 
declarative memory and seldom used procedural memory. In other words, L2 processing was 
made via whole words and it was almost impossible for morphological decomposition to occur” 
(Cao, 2016; p.209). This point of view was confirmed (Silva & Clahsen 2008; Neubauer & 
Clahsen 2009; Clahsen & Neubauer 2010) but also confuted by later researchers (Basnight-
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Brown et al., 2007, Yue et al., 2012; Gor & Jackson, 2013). The research by Yue, after 
examining the learning process of inflectional words and derived words, found that the 
processes were affected by stem frequency. “In another word, there occurred morphological 
decomposition in both inflectional words and derived words with high frequency stems and 
there was no morphological decomposition in inflectional words and derived words with low 
frequency stems” (Coe, 2016; p.210).  

As Pavlenko (2009) claims that most of the studies on bilingual processing or representation 
models assume that that the phonological and morphosyntactic forms differ across languages, 
whereas meanings and/or concepts are largely, if not completely, shared (Kroll & Stewart, 
1994, Cummnis, 1981). “This assumption is justified by the fact that bilinguals can translate 
most words from one language to another, by the evidence of cross-linguistic semantic priming 
and by the interference from one language in picture naming in another” (Pavlenko, 2009: 
p.125).  

 

 4.1 The Slovenian minority in Trieste 

 
There is an underlying idea of cognitive universals that help shape a linguistic form, which 
takes into account individual differences, within and between cultures. “Culture-specific 
information is invariably reflected in the language spoken within a given community, and the 
rapid changes in culture arising from migration, cultural contact, or social change often result in 
rapid changes in vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, and sometimes even in changes in the more 
conservative morphosyntactic elements of the language” (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989; p. 4-5). 
Trieste is home to the most numerous Slovenian minority in Italy, where it is a very common 
occurrence to raise a bilingual child. This community is not just a linguistic minority, but a little 
world within the Italian border with its own theatre, sports and cultural associations and  
educational system. With the word “bilingual”, given our definition of L2, we are referring to a 
person that acquired simultaneously two languages before they were aged 7. 

To deeper categorize the linguistic user of this vast community, we could identify three 
different profiles of children. The first, children learning simultaneously both languages (early 
bilingualism), characterized by the exposure to an L2 early in life (for example, already in 
daycare). The second profile are consecutive early bilinguals, coinciding with the acquiring 
stage of an L2 in kindergarten or in primary school; thus meaning, when an L1 is already 
acquired (i.e. around age 3 to 6). The third profile are late bilinguals, characterized by the 
exposure to an L2 after age 7 (Favaro 2012). Depending on the age of acquisition of the L2, the 
child will become a balanced bilingual (if highly competent in both languages), or a dominant 
bilingual (if more competent in one of the two) (Naharro 1998; p.2). 

In recent years, as the results of the Slovenian institute of research SLORI showed, the number 
of students in schools with Slovenian as the teaching language is growing and is currently up to 
21%. Besides the growth, through the data obtained from their questionnaires, they were also 
able to establish the nationality of students and their families: the 34% of the student have both 
parents who are Slovenian monolingual, a quarter of parents are Italian monolingual, and the 
majority were born in a mixed marriage, in which one parent was Italian and the other 
Slovenian. The remaining students were children of immigrants (Slori, 2010). Thus, the 
linguistic background of the majority of pupils is not Slovene L1. This leads to acquiring, 
teaching and learning problems, especially if children are only actively using the language, 
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namely Slovene, only in school, without attending any extracurricular activity in Slovene. 
So, nowadays parents who decide to send their child to a school with Slovenian as the teaching 
and institutional language, are predominately from Italian L1 families. This means that both in 
kindergartens and primary schools there will be children attending classes having different 
linguistic backgrounds. How do children classify their Slovene? It depends on their family 
background. Pupils who have both parents Slovene L1, classify their Slovenian language as 
their L1. Pupils with one parent Slovene L1, might classify Slovene as an L2, and later in life as 
an L1. Other pupils who do not have Slovene L1 parents, consequently using Slovenian only at 
school, will classify their Slovene as an L2. This category is the most vulnerable and prone to 
degrade an L2 in FL later in life, since these children need more linguistic input to be proficient 
in the language. Inputs that cannot come only from school but must be integrated with 
extracurricular activities in Slovene.  

Having two words for each concept can also lead to an interesting phenomenon. In 
multicultural environments it is not uncommon to hear a language that seems like one but every 
now and then borrows some words from the neighbouring languages. In case of a linguistic 
minority the two languages influence each other, often resulting in a typical mixture of the two 
(but could also be more) languages, which are then spoken simultaneously. This alternating 
from one language to the other is called code-switching. In language exchange a speaker 
borrows words, expressions, idioms and sentences from both languages, following extremely 
strict rules that make so that the grammatical structure of the two languages remains unchanged 
and there are no syntactic violations in either language. For this kind of conversation to be 
proper, the speaker assumes that the listeners are knowledgeable of the two languages and that 
they would follow through the switching (Poplack, 1980).  

In Trieste it is very common to hear young people speak a Slovenian dialect, while inserting 
words borrowed from German, English or Italian. This phenomenon may be restricted to one or 
few words, or to sentences and idioms and it follows strict rules in order to not violate any of 
the grammar.  A sentence such as "Ti vedo1, there’s no need to hide" obeys the grammar rules 
of both English and Italian.  

As the Italian linguist Antonella Sorace has pointed out, knowing and learning more than one 
language guarantees bilinguals extra skills which enable them to be more successful in certain 
situations (Sorace 2007; pp. 193-203). In situations when a speaker resorts to a word (or a 
sentence) in another language, may be due to different reasons. Often, and especially among 
language minorities, using a specific language (or resorting to specific strategies in case a word 
or a concept is missing) may be linked to social and cultural reasons. In our example of young 
speakers in Trieste, inserting Italian terms or expressions within a Slovenian conversation may 
be linked to the minority identity (social reasons), so due to the fact that a Slovenian 
community is living in an Italian environment. On the other hand, inserting and using Slovenian 
words or phrases in an Italian conversation, may point toward cultural reasons; for example, the 
fear of losing their 'mother tongue' in an entirely Italian environment.  

After giving a brief introduction and description of Trieste and its Slovenian community, we 
will now proceed by illustrating the theoretical notions of our experiments among Italian 
monolinguals and Slovene-Italian bilinguals 
  

 

1 Eng. I see you 
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The experiment  
 
 

5. Framework and Methodology 
 

The central aim of this study is the processing of derivational suffixes in the combinatorially 
rich Italian language. In order to investigate this, we assumed that words can be segmented in 
smaller parts. As we have seen, morphology is precisely concerned with the investigation of 
these parts and thus of the production of (new) words, i.e. word formation, and their 
combinations, i.e. the compounding.  

In this study we assume a certain degree of morphological parsing and decomposition, 
consistent with earlier theoretical claims (Marslen-Wilson, 2007). This study takes into 
consideration non-existing and existing derivational suffix combinations, which derive new 
words through changing the grammatical class of the base word. It is based on two underlying 
assumptions. First, suffix order is handled as binary combinations of SUFF1-SUFF2 type 
suffixes to make it easier to analyse (Manova 2011, 2015). To illustrate (9): 

 

 (9)  ag-evol-ezza    

  ROOT- SUFF 1(adj) - SUFF 2 (n) 

  en. easiness 

 
Second, although it seems that affixes in general are not organized in the same way throughout 
different languages, when it comes to suffixation, it is understood that SUFF1 relates to SUFF2 
in a fixed or predictable way (Bagasheva and Manova 2013; Manova 2011, 2015; Manova and 
Talamo 2015). When we call a combination fixed, we are referring to a SUFF1 which can 
combine with only one particular SUFF2 of a major lexical category (i.e. noun, adjective, verb). 
Whereas we called it predictable, when a SUFF1 can combine with more than one SUFF2, but 
only a certain SUFF2 is by default deriving a majority of words. To illustrate this distinction, 
we have two examples of the Italian suffix –(i)bile that can combine only with SUFF2(N) –ità 
as shown in (10) and to SUFF2(V) –(i)zzare as shown in (11): 

 

 (10)  sens – ibil – ità    

  STEM- SUFF1(adj) - SUFF2 (n): productive suffix (>10) 

  en. sensibility  

 

(11)  sens – ibil – izz-are 
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 STEM- SUFF 1(adj) - SUFF 2 (v) – infl.morpheme(V): unproductive suffix 

  en. sensitise 

 
It should be duly noted that an alternative ordering of these suffixes is non-existing. 
Alternatives such as *sens-izzar-ibile or *sens-it-ibile do not exist. The structure SUFF1-
SUFF2 is therefore a suffix combination with a limited number of all possible combinations of 
suffixes. 

In order to investigate whether native speakers have an implicit knowledge about the existing 
and non-existing derivational suffix combinations, we had to resort to the notions of the mental 
lexicon. In this study we expect that native speakers should have an intrinsic knowledge of 
whether a certain letter sequence exists in their language, in this specific case in Italian. 
Manova and Brzoza (2015) suggested that suffix combinations should be represented as 
independent morphological structures in the mental lexicon. They suggested that because 
productive combinations could be learned as morphological structures, whereas the 
unproductive ones as whole words. Thus, they differentiate between productive, those which 
derive more than 10 types, and unproductive suffix combinations, those which derive up to 10 
types (Manova & Talamo, 2015; Manova, 2015). See the example of the SUFF1 -ano + SUFF2 
in Table 3: 

 

SUFF1 Lexical and semantic 
category of SUFF1 
 

SUFF2 Examples Translations 

-ano A rel N: -ità (4), 
-ismo (>10),  
-ista (5) 

 
V: -izzare (4) 

Itali-an- ità, 
urb-an-ismo, 
rom-an-ista, 

 
americ-an-izzare 
 

The essence of being Italian 
urbanism 
Roman law scholar 

 
americanize 
 

Table 3:The combinability of the Italian suffix –ano 

 
In this study only nouns (N), adjectives (A) and verbs (V) are being taken into consideration. 
Similar to the psycholinguistic experiment reported in Manova & Brzoza (2015) and Manova & 
Medvešek (2017) on the processing of derivational suffix, in order to investigate whether native 
speakers have an implicit knowledge about the existing and non-existing derivational suffix 
combinations this study also uses the theoretical framework principles and assumptions from 
the previous studies from Manova et all (2015, 2016, 2017) and cognitive neuroscience 
(Mestres-Misse et al. 2010) by conducting an experiment on the recognition of derivational 
suffix combinations, SUFF1-SUFF2 pairs, by using the ‘illustration method’, where the 
participants have to decide whether a sequence of letters exists. This experiment is conducted 
on native speakers of Italian, adapting the previous studies to the Italian language. 
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In the following sections the method and the qualitative and quantitative data are presented, 
concluding with the results and a short discussion.  

 
 
 5.1 Hypotheses 
 
The central aim of this study is the processing of derivational suffixes in the Italian language,  
SUFF1-SUFF2 combinations. We wanted to investigate whether Italian monolinguals and 
Italian-Slovenian bilinguals are capable to successfully distinguish between non-existing and 
existing suffixes’ combinations and whether there will be some difference in accuracy between 
monolinguals and bilinguals. 

We investigated 1) whether monolingual native speakers have an implicit knowledge of the 
derivational suffixes. In specific, whether they will differentiate with a higher accuracy between 
existing and non-existing combinations. And 2) whether productivity and frequency play a role 
in their implicit knowledge. Specifically, whether monolingual participants would be more 
accurate in correctly identifying productive combinations. Lastly, 3) we compared these results 
with bilinguals data to investigate whether being bilingual plays a role in this implicit 
knowledge, thus underling the role of frequency and productivity.  

We assume that existing productive combination are stored in the mental lexicon as stand-alone 
morphemes, thus in a grammaticality judgment task this combinations would be retrieved and 
recognized with a better accuracy than non-existing combinations or unproductive existing 
ones. Moreover, we assume that monolinguals will be slightly better at the task, because of the 
frequency effect (Duyck at al., 2008; Laine, 2003); since bilinguals talk and are actively using 
the Italian language less than monolinguals. 

 

 5.2 Participants 
Before the COVID lockdown, 57 participants volunteered to take part in our experiment: 3 of 
them had to be excluded, because they were non-Slovenian-bilinguals (i.e. English-Italian and 
Albanian-Italian bilinguals). Thus 54 participants were used for the data analysis (f=37, m=17). 
They were aged between 18 and 76 (M= 43,61; sd= 16,04). 26 of them had a university degree, 
7 of them didn’t finish the high school. Following the table 4 of their level of education: 

 
Before High school Diploma BA degree MA degree and PhD 
7 21 11 15 

 Table 4 – Degree of education of all participants 

 
Of them, 30 were Italian monolinguals (f=17, m=13) aged between 23 and 76 (M= 48,86; 
sd=15,60). 11 of them had a university degree, 7 of them didn’t finish high school (see table 5). 

 

Before High school Diploma BA degree MA degree and PhD 
7 12 4 7 

Table 5 – Degree of education of Italian monolinguals 
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The remaining 24 were Italian-Slovenian bilinguals (f=20, m=4) aged between 18 and 65 (M= 
48,86; sd= 14,31). 15 of them had a university degree, and only 9 of them finished just the 
diploma. Following the table of their level of education: 

 
 

Before High school Diploma BA degree MA degree and PhD 
0 9 7 8 

Table 6 – Degree of education of Italian-Slovenian bilinguals 
 
This group had a to fill in an additional demographic questionnaire (Appendix V) to give us 
some insight of their knowledge and experience with the Italian language. 15 of them acquired 
Italian from birth, 9 of them started to learn it in primary school. In addition to this information, 
during the day, 7 of them stated they were using Italian less than 50% of the time for 
interpersonal communication, 9 were actively using it around half of the time for 
communicating, and 8 more than 50% of their time. Following the table 8 of the occurrences 
(where and when) the Italian language was used. Numbers show the number of participants 
who use Italian in one of the given situations: 

 
 

Everywhere City Home Friends University Work Work + Friends 
4 3 4 4 3 5 1 

 Table 7 – Occurrences of the Italian language for Italian-Slovenian bilinguals 
 
As the table shows, the Italian language is used primarily for work purposes or in a circle of 
friends. Its use in both environments is a logical consequence of living in an Italian territory, in 
an Italian city. Apart from using Italian in their personal lives, it is also commonly used for 
daily duties in the city and at university. It is interesting to notice the perception of these 
speakers about their competence in Italian: when asked how competent they feel in this 
language, 11 of them perceived Italian as their second mother tongue, 9 felt very confident 
about their competences and only 4 felt not very proficient in it. 

 

 5.3 Materials 

An already existing list of Italian suffix combinations (Manova & Talamo, 2015) was used as a 
reference. This list was double-checked by using il Grande dizionario della lingua italiana, 
which is formed of 21 volumes, 22.700 pages and 183.594 entries, and the online sources 
derIvaTario and la Repubblica (see Appendix I). In case we found some missing SUFF1-
SUFF2 combinations, or some incongruence between productivity numbers, the entries were 
updated with the latest information.  

From this list of 25 Italian suffix combinations we had to: (1) select 30 existing derivational 
suffixes, (2) dividing them between 15 productive combinations and 15 unproductive and (3) 
create 30 non-existing suffixes, (4) dividing them between 15 manipulations and 15 
permutations. 
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First, we selected the 30 existing items from the table (Appendix I) by looking at the number of 
generated words within a specific combination. Following the list of the chosen 30 existing 
combinations (Table 8): 

 

 Table 8- List of existing suffix combinations used 

 

After selecting the 30 existing items we had to create the 30 non-existing suffix combinations. 
At the end we had a list of 60 items (see Appendix III). The non-existing items were created by 
permutation, or in other words changing the order of the suffixes, and by the manipulation of 
letters (see Table 9). In the example (12) we can see a manipulated combination of the existing 
combination -anista, whereas in the example (13) we can see a permutation of the existing combination 
-evolezza: 

 
 (12) -in-ist-a        (manipulation) 
 manipulated SUFF1- SUFF 2 – infl. morph. (sing) 
 existing combination -anista 
 
 (13) -ezz-evole        (permutation) 
 SUFF 2 + SUFF 1 
 existing combination -evolezza 
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As we can see, in (12) we changed only one vowel to transform an existing combination into a 
non-existing one. In (13), on the other hand, we had to substitute the position of the two 
suffixes, positioning SUFF2 in the first position and SUFF1 in the last position.  

As we previously stated, we had to create 15 manipulated combinations and 15 permutations. 
Of these, 8 were created from the combinations of the original table (Appendix I) we actually 
used in the experiment, 7 from combinations present in the table, which we did not use for the 
experiment. 

        Table 9 – List of manipulations and permutations used in the experiment 

 

Both existing and non-existing suffix combinations were verified in il Grande dizionario della 
lingua italiana. Specifically, we verified that the created non-existing manipulations and 
permutations were not in fact real combinations. Type-frequencies were counted based on this 
source and the online corpora derIvaTario and la Repubblica. The latter corpora is based on 
online newspapers and posts. The former is a morphologically annotated lexicon of about 
11,000 Italian derivatives that can “distinguish a derivational affix from some other 
homographic string, as in divertimento 'entertainment' divertire 'to entertain' + -mento '-ment' 
“which share a letter string with “frumento 'wheat” (Talamo & Celata, 2011). It is based on 
CoLFIS-Corpus and Lessico di Frequenza dell'Italiano Scritto (Bertinetto et al. 2005, Talamo & 
Celata, 2011) which is an electronic corpus (a lexical database) of about 4 million tokens. Both 
CoLFIS and derIvaTario are freely available on the Internet. The stimuli were randomised and 
presented in two lists, each with the suffixes of the other in reversed order, so that all 
participants were tested with all combinations (see Appendix III). 
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5.4 Procedure 

We used the grammaticality judgment task for this experiment. This task was primarily 
concerned with the decision of speakers whether a sequence of letters they were exposed to is 
an existing ending of the target language. The participants were asked to identify the 60 items 
of one of the two lists as either existing or non-existing by deciding that as accurately as 
possible during the 10 minute time. Prior to the beginning of the main task, the participants 
were instructed and trained with a trial list of 10 additional suffix combinations (not used in the 
experiment). The training was needed in order to ensure whether all participants understood the 
task. After the trial session they could ask questions if needed. The main task of recognizing the 
60 items as existing or non-existing, took place in a controlled and quiet room. Following the 
same procedural rules from the previous studies (Brzoza & Manova, 2015; Medvešek & Manova, 
2017), and since we were testing the implicit knowledge of the speaker about the existence of 
certain combinations, each participant had 10 minutes to complete the task (i.e. around 6 
seconds per item). All participants finished the task before the 10 minute deadline. After the 
experiment they had also to fill in a demographic questionnaire (see Appendix V). 

 
 
 
 

6.  Results  

 

Before the data analysis, we had to delete the data of 3 participants and of 1 item with a high 
error rate. There were no further incorrect or extreme data. The data of participants were put 
into Excel tables (see Appendix III).   

We controlled two variables, namely existing versus non-existing combinations and productive 
versus unproductive combinations. In order to analyse the data, we used a dependent and 
independent t-test with Welch’s correction. 

From the original table the total errors for each participant and for each word were extrapolated. 
All in all, we had 1620 existing and 1620 non-existing items (54participants x 30items), of 
these 810 items for each subcategory (54participants x 15items). As Table 10 shows, our 
participants have wrongly identified 240 existing combinations, by less accurately identifying 
106 productive combinations and 142 unproductive ones. They were less accurate in identifying 
non-existing combinations by wrongly identifying 370 non-existing items, 164 manipulations 
and 206 permutations. Following Table 10 with the accuracy, and the mean and standard 
deviation of errors per person:  

 
 

 Total errors M SD Accuracy 

Existent 248 4.592 2.845 84,8% 

Productive 106 1.962 1.373 86,9% 
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Unproductive 142   2.629   2.058 82,4% 

NonExistent 370 6.833 3.094 77,1% 

Manipulation 164 3.037 1.801 79,7% 

Permutation 206 3.814  2.215 74,5% 

Table 10 –  Accuracy of all participants 
          
 
As was previously suggested (Schmitt and McCarthy, 2002) the frequency of a word could play 
a role in a higher accuracy in its recognition; the more frequent, the more accurate. We further 
divided the results for each group: monolinguals (30 participants) and Italian-Slovenian 
bilinguals (24). Thus, in the first group we had 900 existing and 900 non-existing items 
(30participants x 30combinations), of these 450 items for each subcategory (30participants x 
15combinations). The 30 monolinguals accurately identified 771 existing items, thus wrongly 
identifying as non-existent only 129 existing combinations (55 were productive, 74 
unproductive). They also wrongly identified as existent 198 non-existing combinations (83 
manipulations and 115 permutations). Following Table 11 with the accuracy of monolinguals, 
and the mean and standard deviation of error per person: 
 
 

 Total errors M SD Accuracy 

Existent 129 4.3 2.854 85,6% 

Productive 55 1.833 1.487 87,7% 

Unproductive 74   2.466   1.716 83,5% 

NonExistent 198 6.6 2.581 78% 

Manipulation 83 2.766 1.356 81,5% 

Permutation 115 3.833  2.166 74,4% 

Table 11 – Accuracy of monolinguals 
 
 
Comparing the accuracy of monolinguals with the overall accuracy, we can notice that the 
values in this case are slightly higher. We have to take a look also at the bilingual group. Table 
12 will present their accuracy. The 24 bilinguals did not accurately identify 119 existing 
combinations (51 productive, 68 unproductive combinations) and 171 non-existing (81 
manipulations and 91 permutations). Following Table 12 with the accuracy of bilinguals, and 
the mean and standard deviation of error per person: 
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 Total errors M SD Accuracy 

Existent 119 4.958 2.851 83,47% 

Productive 51   2.125   1.226 84,06% 

Unproductive 68   2.833   2.433 78,75% 

NonExistent 171 7.125 3.674 76,25% 

Manipulation 81 3.375 2.222 74,68% 

Permutation 91 3.791  2.321 71,56% 

Table 12 – Accuracy of bilinguals 
     

 
This time, comparing the accuracy of bilinguals with the overall accuracy, we notice that the 
values are slightly worse. Nonetheless in all three cases, participants were better in accurately 
identify existing combinations over non-existing, and have identified more accurately also the 
productive combinations over the unproductive. 

As it was suggested by the previous psycholinguistic studies (Schmitt & McCarthy, 2002; 
Manova & Brzoza, 2015; Manova & Medvešek, 2017) monolingual participants seem to have 
an implicit knowledge about the existence of a suffix combination. Also in this study our 
monolingual speakers recognized existing combinations more accurately (M = 4.3; SD = 2.85) 
than the non-existing one (M = 6.6; SD = 2.58), t(58)=-3.2735, p = 0.002. The two means tell 
us that every participant wrongly identified existing combinations at least 4-times, and non-
existing at least 6-times. This can be further verified in the ratio of 771 accurate answers out of 
900 existing items (85,66%) versus 702 out of 900 non-existing items (78%). Thus, our data on 
monolinguals fit our first hypothesis on their implicit knowledge of SUFF1-SUFF2 existing 
combinations. The data also fit our hypothesis about higher accuracy in identifying productive 
combinations. In this case monolinguals did more accurately identify productive combinations 
(M = 1.83; SD = 1.48) than unproductive ones (M = 2.46; SD = 1.71), t(29)=6.7507, p<0.001. 
In other words, 395 accurate answers out of 450 existing-productive combinations (87,8%) 
versus 376 out of 450 existing-unproductive ones (83,55%). 

We compared these results with the bilingual data. We can see that our bilingual participants 
had a similar accuracy. They were more accurate in identifying existing combinations (M = 
4.95; SD = 2.85) rather than the non-existing (M = 7.12; SD = 3.67), t(23)=-2.264, p = 0.0332. 
This means 601 accurately identified items out of 720 (83,4%) versus 549 out of 720 non-
existing items (76,25%). Thus confirming again our first hypothesis about their implicit 
knowledge of SUFF1-SUFF2 existing combinations. Furthermore, they were also more 
accurate in identifying productive combinations (M = 2.125; SD = 1.26) than unproductive ones 
(M = 2.83; SD = 2.43), t(23)=-1.3284, p = 0.1971. This means 309 accurate identified items out 
of 360 existing-productive (84,06%) versus 292 out of 360 existing-unproductive (78,75%). 
Although this result was not statistically significant. 
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7.  Discussion  

 
We expected that both monolinguals and bilinguals should recognized non-existing 
combinations less accurately than the existing combinations, thus making more errors in the 
grammaticality judgment task. Moreover, we also expected that they should have identified 
productive combinations more accurately than the unproductive ones. As we have seen, both 
groups have, but only monolinguals’ data were statistically significant. Nonetheless, these 
results imply that native speakers should be capable to implicitly know which suffix 
combinations exist and which do not. 

As the results have shown both monolingual and bilingual participants were more accurate in 
recognizing productive existing combinations. These results are in line with previous Manova’s 
studies (2011, 2015, 2017) with the Polish, Slovenian and Bulgarian language, on which this 
experiment was based. Manova (2015) listed a number of different approaches that have been 
proposed to explain this phenomenon; the level ordering approach (Siegel 1974; Mohanan 
1986; Giegerich 1999), the selectional restrictions (Plag 1996, 1999), the monosuffix constraint 
(Aronoff and Fuhrhop 2002), and the parsability hypothesis (Hay 2001) or complexity- based 
ordering (Hay and Plag 2004). Manova’s previous studies pointed in the direction that speakers 
most likely are processing SUFF1-SUFF2 fixed or predictable combination as combinatorial 
structures (so, in a way a “special” combined morpheme). Thus, as Hay’s theory (2001) 
assumes and as for our assumption, participants could identify which combinations (sequences 
of affixes) were correct and which were not, because a) they were following an incorrect order 
(manipulations) and b) they should not be listed in the mental lexicon, because of the incorrect 
order (permutations). 

In our study we could not measure the reaction time, but it is nonetheless interesting to note that 
bilinguals, although they were better at recognizing productive existing combinations as well, 
they were slightly worse than monolinguals. In other words, they did not achieve the statistical 
significance. This specific result could point at the direction that the frequency of a word (so, in 
a sense the productivity of a combination) could play a major role in the accuracy with which 
participants recognize both productive and unproductive words, and existing and non-existing. 
Productive combinations are used more frequently in a language, this could imply that more 
frequent a combination the more accurate its identification. Of all the 618 errors our 
participants made, 370 were about non-existing combinations and 248 about existing. Thus the 
majority of wrong identified items are permutations (205 errors) and manipulations (164). The 
worst identified combinations were -ezzevole (37 errors out of 54), -istamento (34/54), –aristico 
(34/54), and -eristico (35/54). The first two cases are permutations. The non-existing 
permutation -ezzevole was judged existent by the majority of participant probably due to the 
adjective 'carezzevole' (caressing), which is not composed by a SUFF1-SUFF2 combination, 
but rather composed by a single derivational suffix -evole. The second permutation could have 
been again mistake as existent due to the same reason (see ‘avvistamento’, en. sighting). In both 
cases, though the items were non-existing, a permutation of the SUFF1-SUFF2 combination -
evolezza and -mentista. The non existing manipulation -eristico (which, interesting enough was 
manipulated from the productive SUFF1-SUFF2 combination -aristico, also wrongly 
misidentified). Since participants wrongly judged the productive combination as non-existing, 
while its manipulation as existing, most probably they confused the two of them. 

It is worth mentioning 4 more combinations that were also mistaken enough (20 times out of 
54): the permutations -osico and -istano, the unproductive combination -osismo and the 
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manipulation -inista. As for the previous errors, these were also probably made due the 
misleading interpretation and memory recollection of words that seem to end in this manner. 
For the permutation -istano, could have been misjudged due to names like 'Tristano' (or 
‘Cristiano’, which sounds similar). Similarly, the manipulation -inista could have been 
misjudged due to words like “casinista” (en. messy person). I believe that also the permutation 
-osico can be misleading if thinking about the first person of the verb “rosicare” (en. to nibble), 
rosico, or a word that ends in a similar way such as “cosmico” (en. cosmic). It is interesting the 
wrongly identified existing unproductive suffix combination -osismo, which produces the 
words “virtuosismo”, (en. virtuosity) and “nervosismo” (en. nervousness). We believe that this 
was due the fact, that perhaps participants did not hear the combination enough, since 
unproductive, in their daily life.  

Taking also into consideration theories such as the Cummnis’ one (1981), thus assuming that 
our two languages have an independent grammatical and phonological level, but share a 
common dimension for the concepts and their representations, can make us agree with the view 
that they also have two distinct lexical storages and a common conceptual one (Gulan, 2016). 
Assuming so, makes us question whether the inhibition of the access to the wrong target 
storage, or in general the second storage could interfere with the accuracy with which they 
should have recognized a combination.  

We can also spend some words on the frequency effect. Although we did not have any data on 
the speed of the recognition, we could still infer that this effect had a role in reading the data. 
Both groups did more accurately identify productive combinations. Furthermore, bilinguals 
were worse at identifying productive combinations than monolinguals. This result could point 
at the fact that the familiarity with a string of letter, so the frequency that that string of letters is 
produced or heard, have a role in the accuracy, and thus of retrieving it from the lexicon. 

 

 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
This research used a decisional grammaticality task to examine the implicit knowledge of our 
Italian monolingual and Italian-Slovenian bilingual participants about SUFF1-SUFF2 
combinations’ existence. We wanted to investigate whether both monolingual and bilingual 
speakers have an implicit knowledge of the existing and non-existing derivational SUFF1-
SUFF2 type combinations. We postulated that 1) monolingual native speakers have an implicit 
knowledge of these derivational suffix combinations, and that they differentiate with a higher 
accuracy between existing and non-existing combinations. We also postulated that 2) 
productivity and frequency play a role in their implicit knowledge (so that productive 
combinations will be more accurately identified than unproductive), and that because of this 3) 
being a bilingual plays a relevant role in this implicit knowledge, making participants less 
accurate than monolinguals. 

As the previous Polish and Slovene studies also showed (Manova & Brzoza, 2015; Manova & 
Medvešek, 2017), the participants were able to accurately distinguish between existing and non-
existing suffix combinations (see Table 4). Furthermore, they were better at recognizing 
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productive than unproductive combinations, although bilinguals’ results were statistically non-
significant. These results are in line with the previous studies and endorse our hypotheses. 

We have to mention that in order to have a deeper understanding of this processing, we would 
have needed data about the speed of recognition of the items; which we did not have. With 
these data we could have also inferred, or at least discussed, how the suffixes are stored in our 
mental lexicon; i.e. as whole words vs. combinations.  Also taking into account the stem 
frequency effect as per Yue (2012), that a higher frequency of the stems means a higher 
possibility to identify the morphemes (and in contrast, lower frequency lowers possibility to 
identify them), and despite the fact that with the help of offline and online dictionaries we 
counted the frequencies of our combinations, although we are pointing in that direction 
unfortunately in this study we do not have any statistically significant results about bilinguals in 
order to enhance our hypotheses. 
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Appendix I 
List of SUFF1-SUFF2 combinations 
 
 

N°. Suff 1 Suff 1 
Lexical and 
Semantical 
categories 

Suff 2 In n° Examples 
Suff1-Suff2 

Translation, Slovene 

1 

-ale A rel 

N: -ità (>10), 
 -ista (>10) 
-ismo (>10) 
 
 
V: -izzare (>10) 

N 3 
 
 
 
 
V 1 

VITA 
Vit-al- ità, 
AMBIENTE 
ambient-al-ista 
ambient-al-ismo 
PERSONA 
person-al-izzare 

Življenje 
vitalnost 
Okolje 
okoljevarstven 
varstvo okolja 
Oseba 
personalizirati 

2 

-ano A rel 

N: -ità (4), 
 -ismo (>10), 
 -ista (5) 
 
 
 
V: -izzare (4) 

N 3 
 
 
 
 
 
V 1 

ITALIA 
Itali-an- ità, 
URBE 
urb-an-ismo, 
ROMA 
rom-an-ista 
AMERICA 
americ-an-izzare 

Italija 
“biti Italijan” 
Mesto 
urbanizem 
Rim 
tisti, ki študira rimsko 
pravo 
Amerika 
poameričaniti 

3 -ario 

N loc/inst A: -istico (9) A 1 

DOCUMENTO 
document-ar-istico 

Dokument 
Kar zadeva dokumentarce 
 

4 

-ario(adj) A rel 

N: -ismo (9) 
-i(e)tà (>10) 
 

N 2 
 

RIVOLUZIONE 
rivoluzion-ar-ismo 
SALTUS (lat.) 
saltu-ar- ietà 

Revolucija 
»revolucionarizem« 
Skok 
nestalnost 

5 

-bile A qual 

N: -ità (>10) 
 
V: -izzare (2) 

N 1 
 
V 1 

ACCESSO 
accessi-bil-ità, 
SENSO 
sensi-bil-izzare 

Vstop 
dostopnost 
Čut 
sensibilizirati 

6 

-eggiare V freq 

N: -tura (>10) 
-tore(os) (>10), 
 -tore (instr) (1), 
-mento (>10) 
 
 
 
 
 
A: -evole (2), 
 -bile (6) 

N 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A 2 
 

VILLA 
vill-eggia-tura, 
BORSA 
bors-eggia-tore, 
LAMPO 
lamp-eggia-tore, 
FESTA 
fest-eggia-mento 
MANO 
man-egg-evole, 
TINTA 
tint-eggia-bile 

Vila 
dopust 
Torba 
žepar 
Blisk 
smernik 
Praznik 
praznovanje 
Roka 
priročen 
Madež 
ki lahko prepleskaš 

7 
-ese  A rel 

N: -ità (2), 
-ismo (3) 

N 3 
 

TORINO 
torin-es-ità, 

Turin 
»biti prebivalec mesta 
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-(er)ia (1) 
 
 
 
V: -izzare (1) 

 
 
 
 
V 1 

FRANCIA 
franc-es-ismo 
CINA 
cin-ese-ria 
FRANCIA 
franc-es-izzare 

Turin« 
Francija 
francoska beseda 
Kitajska 
nekaj iz kitajske 
Francija 
pofrancoziti 

8 

-evole A qual 

N: -ezza (>10), 
-ismo (1) 
 
 
V: -izzare (1) 

N 2 
 
 
 
V 1 

AGIO 
Ag-evol-ezza, 
COLPA 
colp-evol-ismo 
colp-evol-izzare 

Udobnost 
»olajšava« 
Krivda  
odnos, ko nekdo misli, da 
so vsi krivi nečesa 
kriviti 

9 

-ico A rel 

N: -ità (>10), 
 -ismo (8) 
-ista (7) 
-eria(2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A: -oso (7) 
 
 
V: -izzare (8) 

N 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A 1 
 
 
V 1 

CLASSE (lat.) 
class-ic-ità, 
class-ic-ismo 
ELETTRO (gr.) 
elettr- ic-ista 
PASTA 
past- icc-eria 
CLASSE (lat) 
class-ic(h)-eria 
 
 
BELLUM (lat) 
bell-ic-oso 
 
MONETA 
monet-ic(a)-izzare 

Red 
»klasičnost« 
klasicizem 
Elektro 
električar 
Pasta 
slaščičarna 
Red 
nekaj klasičnega 
 
 
Vojna 
pripravljen se vojskovati 
 
Kovanec 
monetizirati 

10 
-iera(instr) N instr 

N: -ista (4) 
 

N 1 
 

TASTO 
tast-ier-ista 

Tipka 
»pianist« 

11 
-iere(pers.) N nom 

A:  -istico (1) 
 

A 1 
 

INFERMO 
inferm-ier-istico 

Bolan 
ki zadeva bolničarje 

12 

-ificare V caus 

N: -zione (>10), 
-tore(instr) (5), 
-tore(os)(>10) 
 
 
 
 
A: -bile  (>10) 

N 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A 1 

CLASSE (latino) 
class-ifica-zione 
UMIDO 
umid-ific-atore 
PACE 
pac-ifica-tore 
SACRO 
sacr-ifica-bile 

Red 
klasifikacija 
Vlažen 
vlažilec 
Mir 
tisti, ki dela za mir 
Svečan 
ki lahko žrtvujemo 

13 
-ificio 

N loc 
A -ale (1) A 1 

 SACRO 
sacr-ific-ale 

Svečan 
nekaj, ki je/bo žrtvovano 

14 

-ile A rel 

N: -ità (5), 
 -ismo (4) 
 - izia (1) 

N 3 
 

SIGNORE 
signor-il-ità 
MASCHIO 
masch-il-ismo 
AEDES (lat. “temple”) 

Gospod 
gosposkost 
Moški 
maskilizem 
Tempelj 
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 edi- il-izia gradbeništvo 
15 

-ino (pers) N nom 

N: -ismo (2) 
-ità (1) 
-ista (1) 

N 3 
 

ALPI 
alp-in-ismo 
alp-in-ità 
alp-in-ista 

Alpe 
alpinizem 
“biti alpski” 
alpinist 

16 

-(z)ione 
N abstr 'action 
noun' 

N: -ista (>10), 
-ismo (>10), 
 
 
 
A: -ale (>10), 
-ario(adj)(4) 

N 2 
 
 
 
 
A 2 

NUTRIRE 
nutri-zion-ista 
DIVISO 
divis-ion-ismo 
 
DECISIO (lat.) 
decis-ion-ale 
REVOLVERE (lat.) 
 rivolu-zion-ario 

Hraniti 
oseba za prehrano 
Razdeljen 
it. umetniško gibanje 
 
Odločitev 
ki zadeva neko odločitev 
 Vrniti se 
revolucionar 

17 

-ismo N abstr / 

N 0 
A 0 
V 0   

18 

-ista N nom 

A   - ico (>10) 
 

A 1 
 

FANTASIA 
fantas-ist-ico 
REALE 
real-ist-ico 

Domišlija 
ki zadeva domišlijo 
Realen 
realističen 

19 
-istico A rel N:  -eria (1) 

N 1 
 

FANTASIA 
fantas-tich-eria 

Domišlija 
nerealistična ideja 

20 

-izzare V caus 

N: -mento (9), 
 -zione (>10), 
 -tore (>10) 
 
 
 
A :-bile (8), 

N 3 
 
 
 
 
 
A 1 

VOLGO 
volg- ar-izza- mento 
PRIVATO 
privat-izza- zione 
POTABILE 
 potabil-izza-tore 
UTILE 
util-izza-bile, 

Ljudstvo 
popularizacija 
Zasebnost 
privatizirati 
 Pitno 
naprava, ki purificira vodo 
Koristen 
uporaben 

21 

-mento 
N abstr 'action 
noun' 

N: -ista (4), 
-ismo (2), 
 -ario(loc) (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
A: -ale (5), 
-oso (4) 

N 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A 2 

COMPORTARE (lat.) 
comporta-ment- ista 
comporta-ment-ismo 
ARMA 
arma-ment-ario 
FONDO (lat.) 
fonda-ment-ale, 
FILO 
fil-ament-oso 

Obnašati se 
behaviorist 
behaviorizem 
Orožje (eno) 
Orožje (set) 
Temelj 
temeljen 
Nit 
narejen kot iz vlaken 
 

22 

-oso A qual 

N: -ità (>10), 
 -ismo (2), -
ario(locat) (2) 
 

N 3 
 

FATICA 
fatic-os-ità, 
VIRTU' 
virtu-os-ismo, 
LEBBRA 
 Lebbr-os-ario 

Napor 
»napornost« 
Vrlina 
virtuozizem 
Gobavost 
kraj za gobave 

23 -tore(pers) N nom N : -ismo (2), N 1 CONSERVARE Konzervirati 
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A: -ico (1), 
 -ale (5) 
 

 
 
A 2 
 

Conserva-tor -ismo 
PITTURA 
pitt-or-ico 
DICTARE (lat.) 
ditta-tori-ale 

stanje, ko je oseba polna 
presodkov 
Slikarstvo 
ki zadeva slikarstvo 
Priporočati 
diktaotrski 

24 
-torio A rel A -ale (1) 

A 1 
 

AMBULO (lat.) 
ambula-tori- ale 

Hoditi 
ki zadeva ambulanto 

25 

-(t)ura 
N abstr 'action 
noun' 

N -ista (2) 
 
 
A -ale (1), 
- ificio (1) 
-iero (prid) (2) 

N 1 
 
 
A 3 

APERTO 
apert-uri-sta 
CARICA 
carica-tur-ale 
CALZA 
calza-tur-ificio 
calza-tur-iero 

Odprt 
ki hole sodelovati 
Naboj 
kizadeva karikaturo 
Obutev (star) 
tovarna obutve 
ki zadeva obutve 
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Appendix II 
List of the 60 items 
 
 
 combination type   combination type 
       

1-alità 1  31-ieritura 3 
2-istatura 3  32-biletà 4 
3-ificatore 1  33-izzazione 1 
4-ificazione 1  34-eristico 4 
5-ierista 2  35-ismevole 3 
6-eggevile 4  36-turale 2 
7-ionista 1  37-ismione 3 
8-izzariale 3  38-mentale 2 
9-torico 2  39-ismento 3 

10-esotà 4  40-eggiatore 1 
11-osico 3  41-izzarico 3 
12-ificale 2  42-toriale 2 
13-osità 1  43-isticaria 4 
14-ezzevole 3  44-almento 3 
15-ionismo 1  45-ionale 1 
16-evolusmo 4  46-alotà 4 
17-evolezza 1  47-osismo 2 
18-istamento 3  48-eriastico 3 
19-ificatora 4  49-izzabile 1 
20-iceso 4  50-anità 2 
21-esità 2  51-istiero 3 
22-aristico 1  52-anista 2 
23-istano 3  53-evolizza 4 
24-icità 1  54-ificabile 1 
25-icasmo 4  55-altorio 3 
26-inità 2  56-mentista 2 
27-ggiamento 1  57-aluzzare 4 
28-anasta 4  58-inista 4 
29-inismo 2  59-bilizzare 2 
30-torismo 2  60-izzobile 4 

       
 type      
 productive 1     
 unproductive 2     
 non-exist. 

permutation 
3     

 non-exist. 
manipulation 

4     
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Appendix III 
List of Productive and unproductive combinations, permutations and manipulations 
 
 

 Produktivne Ita. beseda Sl.prevod  Neprodrodktivne Ita. beseda Sl.prevod 
1-al-ità vitalità vitalnost  -ment-al-e fondamentale temeljen 
2-ific-azion-e classificazione klasifikacija  -ier-ist-a tastierista pianist 
3-ion-ist-a nutrizionista os. za prehrano  - tor-ic-o pittorico ki zadeva slikarstvo 
4-os-ità faticosità “napornost”  -ific-al-e sacrificale nekaj, ki je/bo 

žrtvovano 
5-ion-ism-o divisionismo it. umetniško 

giban 
 -ment-ist-a comportamentista behaviorist 

6-ic-ità classicità “klasičnost«  -es-ità torinesità »biti  prebivalcev 
mesta Turin« 

7-ggia-ment-o festeggiamento praznovanje  -in-ism-o alpinismo alpinizem 
8-izza-zion-e privatizzazione privatizacija  -in-ità alpinità “alpinskost” 
9-aristic-o documentaristico kar zadeva 

dokumentarce 
 -torism-o conservatorismo stanje, ko je 

oseba polna 
presodkov 

10-evol-ezz-a agevolezza »olajšava«  -tur-al-e caricaturale ki zadeva 
karikaturo 

11-ificabil-e sacrificabile ki lahko 
žrtvuješ 

 -os-ism-o virtuosismo virtuozizem 

12-ion-al-e decisionale ki zadeva neko 
odločitev 

 -an-ità italianità italijanskost 

13-ifica-tor-e umidificatore vlažilec  -an-ist-a urbanista urbanist 
14-izzabil-e utilizzabile uporaben  -bil-izzare sensibilizzare sensibilizirati 
15-eggia-tor-e lampeggiatore smernik  -tori-al-e ambulatoriale ki zadeva 

ambulanto 
       
Permutacije pravilna zaporedja   Manipulacije pravilna 

zaporedja 
 

1-ezzevole -evolezza   -esotà -osità  
2-istano -anista   -ificatora -ificatore  
3-almento -mentale   -evolizza -evolezza  
4-altorio -toriale   -izzobile -izzabile  
5-istamento -mentista   -inista -anista  
6-istano -anista   -alotà -alità  
7-ismione -ionismo   -eristico -aristico  
8-istiero -ierista   -anasta -anista  
9-istatura -turista   -eggivile -eggevole  

10-izzariale -alizzare   -evolusmo -evolismo  
11-osico -icoso   -icasmo -icismo  
12-ismevole -evolismo   -aluzzare -alizzare  
13-eriastico --sticheria   -biletà -bilità  
14-izzarico -icizzare   -isticaria -isticheria  
15-ieritura -turiero   -iceso -icoso  
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Appendix IV 
Demographic questionnaire 
 
 
 
Questionario    demografico 
 
 
Sesso:  F             M    Età: _________ 
 
Lingua predominante (L1): _________________ 
 
Altre lingue parlate: __________________________________________________ 
 
Da quanto parli l’italiano?  Dalla nascita  Primarie   Più tardi 
 
Puoi quantificarlo in anni? _________________ 
 
Quanto usi in media la lingua italiana in 24h?     Meno del 50%     Attorno al 50%               Più del 
50% 
 
In quale ambiente usi di più l’italiano?  A casa              Con amici              A lavoro        Altro:_____________ 
 
Quanto ti senti competente nella lingua italiana?  
 
Madrelingua                      Molto competente  Abbastanza competente  Poco competente 
 
Mano predominante:  Destrorso     Mancino Ambidestro 
 
Titolo di studio:       Licenza media         Diploma          Laurea triennale Laurea magistrale 
 
 


